On the Performance of Manhattan Nonnegative Matrix Factorization.
Extracting low-rank and sparse structures from matrices has been extensively studied in machine learning, compressed sensing, and conventional signal processing, and has been widely applied to recommendation systems, image reconstruction, visual analytics, and brain signal processing. Manhattan nonnegative matrix factorization (MahNMF) is an extension of the conventional NMF, which models the heavy-tailed Laplacian noise by minimizing the Manhattan distance between a nonnegative matrix X and the product of two nonnegative low-rank factor matrices. Fast algorithms have been developed to restore the low-rank and sparse structures of X in the MahNMF. In this paper, we study the statistical performance of the MahNMF in the frame of the statistical learning theory. We decompose the expected reconstruction error of the MahNMF into the estimation error and the approximation error. The estimation error is bounded by the generalization error bounds of the MahNMF, while the approximation error is analyzed using the asymptotic results of the minimum distortion of vector quantization. The generalization error bound is valuable for determining the size of the training sample needed to guarantee a desirable upper bound for the defect between the expected and empirical reconstruction errors. Statistical performance analysis shows how the reduced dimensionality affects the estimation and approximation errors. Our framework can also be used for analyzing the performance of the NMF.